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Let’s make memories on a beautiful winter night at Taean Light Festival. Taean is home to
picturesque beaches along its coastal line. Your evening will be turned into fantastic scenery once
colorful lights shine bright in the darkness of the night. The Light Festival begins at PM 17:30 after
sunset. Once you pass through the front gate, you will see a small island and swans will come to
greet you on the lake. LED lightbulbs decorating the trees surrounding the lake make a gorgeous
landscape as they are wonderfully reflected off the water. While the festival will continuously be
open until December 31st, it will be closed on rainy days.

Sculptures with fantastic colors grab the attention of all visitors at Taean Light Festival. Amongst
others, the festival is home to Swan Lake, on which a pair of swans float around leisurely; a Trojan
Horse, often thought to be a dinosaur due to its enormous size but soon identified as a horse thanks
to its reins; Angel’s Wings; a Lily Ferry, which is made of an actual vessel; palm trees exuding a
foreign vibe; a Love Train behind which hearts are lined up; and a Wish Tunnel under which many
write down their dreams. (Address and contact information: 200 Mageompo-gil, Nam-myeon,
Taean-gun, Chungcheongnam-do / 041-675-7881, 9200)

Cover : A winter night of twinkling lights at “2018 Taean Light Festival"
Taean Light Festival: A festival held 365 days a year. The look of the beautifully shining festival site.
SOURCE of all photos: Taean-gun Flower Festival Promotion Committee. (http://www.ffestival.co.kr)
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Chungcheongnam-do with the world - ①

Pan-Yellow Sea members find a
“path” of coexistence and
prosperity together
Experts from Korea, China and Japan gather at the “4th Pan Yellow-Sea Forum.”
With an atmosphere of peace spreading throughout the Korean Peninsula after three inter-Korean summits and talks between the United
States and North Korea, Chungcheongnam-do prepared an event for experts from Korea, China and Japan with the hope to seek peace,
coexistence and prosperity in the Pan-Yellow Sea region.
From November 1st to 2nd, Chungcheongnam-do hosted the 4th Pan Yellow-Sea Forum at Lotte Buyeo Resort. Hosted by the province and
co-organized by the East Asia Foundation and ChungNam Institute, the forum selected “Towards the Age of Coexistence and Prosperity
in the Pan-Yellow Sea” as its theme. More than 300 Korean, Chinese and Japanese experts attended the event, including Yang Seung-jo,
Governor of Chungcheongnam-do; Moon Chung-in, Special Advisor to President Moon Jae-in for Foreign Affairs and National Security;
Yasumasa Nagamine, Japanese Ambassador to South Korea; Gong Ro-myung, Chairman of the East Asia Foundation (former Minister of
Foreign Affairs); and Yu Myung-hwan and Kim Sung-hwan, both former Ministers of Foreign Affairs in South Korea.
The opening ceremony held on the 1st began with Governor Yang’s opening speech which was followed by Special Advisor Moon’s
keynote address on the topic “A New Age of Peace and the Coexistence and Prosperity of the Pan-Yellow Sea.” Then, a special session
under the topic “Forecast on the Settlement of Peace in the Pan Yellow-Sea thanks to Improved North-South Relations” was led by former
Minister Yu and, after Governor Yang conducted a keynote presentation, a discussion was carried out by former Minister Kim; Chan Siu
Chun, an adviser at the Chinese embassy in Korea; and Okonogi Masao, a honorary professor at Keio University.
A special session was also held to explore the roles of Korea, China and Japan in terms of lasting peace and prosperity in the Pan YellowSea region, the role of Chungcheongnam-do as a regional government to bring about cooperation among the three countries, and areas in
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which the province can lead in North-South cooperation. Afterwards, the main session began with 6 topics for discussion: ▲The roles of
local governments in overcoming low birth rates and an aging population, ▲Methods to promote a Korea-China submarine tunnel, ▲
Cases of public diplomacy by local governments and its development plan, ▲Korea-China-Japan think tank round, ▲Management and
protection of marine resources in the Yellow Sea, and ▲Corporate cooperation and vitalization of investments among Korea, China and
Japan.
During the session for discussion on “the roles of local governments in overcoming low birth rates and an aging population,” the gravity
of low birth rates and the aging phenomenon in the countryside and non-metropolitan areas was stressed once again, and policy directions
for Chungcheongnam-do were sought by reviewing the case of a local government in Japan. Then, during the session that discussed “methods
to promote a Korea-China submarine tunnel,” participants talked about strategic agreements and the expected effects of the submarine
tunnel route, connecting Taean, Gyeongnyeolbi Yeoldo and China’s Shandong Peninsula, which is being raised as a future strategic project.
During the session on the “cases of public diplomacy by local governments and its development plan,” the meaning and importance of
public diplomacy led by local governments were defined and the means to maintain a sustainable Pan-Yellow Sea Forum were explored,
while the “Korea-China-Japan think tank round” featured a review of ways to cooperate among think tanks of local governments from the
three nations in order to, for example, promote joint projects. In addition, the session on “management and protection of marine resources
in the Yellow Sea” sought ways to co-manage and protect marine resources in eastern China, before discussions were held about industrial
growth and fostering strategies in the area, as well as methods to vitalize cooperation among the regional industries of each country during
the final session on “corporate cooperation and vitalization of investments among Korea, China and Japan.”
5

Chungcheongnam-do with the world - ②

Chungnam delegation to overseas achieves
remarkable results in export
Last delegation of 2018 achieves KRW 14.5 bil.
in export contracts
Chungcheongnam-do’s moves for overseas exports are garnering attention.
For 6 days and 7 nights from July 8th to 14th, the city of Nonsan dispatched a “2018 China Trade
Delegation”comprised of seven companies to Xi’an, Chongqing and Qingdao, China. This trade
delegation dispatch project is an overseas marketing assistance project that provides local small and
medium-sized companies that desire to expand into the global market opportunities for 1:1 customized
consultation with foreign buyers and supports the costs required for such consultation in order to
diversify exports and pioneer sales routes.
The city focused on corporations with high global competitiveness and marketability and selected
the 7 companies Dooridoori Co., Ltd; Feelgen Korea Co., Ltd.; Samil Food; Bogo Shinyak Co., Ltd;
Sungyeon Food Co., Ltd; Boram C&H Co., Ltd. and Haesunhwa. Through 1:1 customized consultation
with foreign buyers and visitation counseling at local companies, the trade delegation carried out 129
export consultations, worth KRW 70 billion, and accomplished propulsion of contracts worth KRW
14.5 billion. The city expects that the dispatch of the trade delegation will provide local SMEs in trouble
due to the global economic recession and the weakened domestic market opportunities to prepare a
foundation for entry into overseas markets and to increase exports, and also vitalize the local economy,
securing new markets and energizing local companies as a role model for growth.
As the last delegation this year, the Small & Medium Business Corporation (SBC) Chungcheongnamdo Regional Headquarters visited Shanghai and Shenyang, China on a 4-day, 5-night trip from
November 26th to 30th to conduct export counseling with local buyers carefully selected in advance.
Small and medium enterprises whose headquarters or plants are located within Chungcheongnam-do,
the 25 participating companies manufacture a variety of products without any item restrictions and have
been chosen and dispatched based on their export potential including local marketability assessments.
They have been given support in the form of consultation sites, vehicle rental costs, interpretation fees,
buyer liaison fees, etc. required for export consultation with local buyers and other marketing activities
overseas. As China’s domestic consumption vitalization policies continue, sales in social consumables
in 2017 was RMB 36,626.2 billion, an increase by at least 10% from the same time the previous year,
and individual consumers’ buying power improves due to increases in income. Also, the current trend
of diversifying of consumption methods such as online platforms and direct purchases from overseas is
expected to continuously expand opportunities for our SMEs to enter the Chinese market.
On October 25th, Chungcheongnam-do hosted the “2018 Second Half Sea Food Export Consultation
Conference” at the Ramada Encore Cheonan where the province achieved consultations for exports
worth $14.5 million. Hosted by the province and ChungCheongNam-do Economic Promotion Agency,
the conference offered assistance for sea food manufacturers based in the province through 1:1 export
consultations, setting up a chance for them to increase the level of their company recognition and
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discover new foreign buyers. At the conference, 10 Korean buyers who belong to the United States,
the United Kingdom, Germany, Australia, Japan and China regional offices of World-OKTA (World
Federation of Overseas Korean Traders Association), an organization with great purchasing power, were
also invited. 20 companies from within the province, including 11 seasoned and dry laver manufacturers,
2 salt producers, and 1 manufacturer each for sea trumpets, salted seafood and sea cucumbers,
participated to showcase their outstanding sea food products.
As a result of the conference, consultations on exports worth $14.5 million were proceeded with for
20 businesses. For instance, Songwon Food, a producer of sea trumpets in Seosan, signed a contract
worth about $30,000 with an Australian buyer, and confirmed the sea trumpets’ potential for entry into
the global market. Moreover, at the conference, ChungCheongNam-do Economic Promotion Agency
installed controllers at the site to lead field consulting with SMEs, thus helping to increase exports by
utilizing FTA, and it has received positive feedback from participants. The province plans to host an ondemand export counseling session in the first half of next year and one for purchasing representatives of
large distributors from the Chinese-speaking world in the latter half, continuing to expand export routes
for the sea food produced in the province.

1

2
1. 2018 China Trade Delegation
2. 2018 Second Half Sea Food Export
Consultation Conference
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Chungcheongnam-do with the world - ③

“Chungnam Sea Food”
spreading worldwide
Participated in 2018 Hong Kong Food Expo…
achieved $11.45 million in export consultations
During the first half of 2018, Chungcheongnam-do attended
the “2018 Hong Kong Food Expo,” held at the Hong Kong
Convention and Exhibition Centre, with the ChungCheongNamdo Economic Promotion Agency and carried out consultations on
export contracts worth $11.45 million.
At the expo, the province ran a corporate trade hall (B2B)
exclusively for professional buyers and, at the same time, a public
PR hall (B2C) for regular consumers, thus increasing company
recognition and extending opportunities to discover new foreign
buyers. 6 sea food companies from the province participated in the
expo, including 4 seasoned and snack laver manufacturers and 1
producer each of sea trumpets and sun-dried salt.
These 6 companies carried out consultations on exports worth
$11,453,000 at the expo, 5% more than the $10,908,000 of last
year. Also, the amount of contracts and sales signed at the site was
$125,000 while the amount of contracts promoted was calculated to
be $1,673,600.

1
2
1. Site of 2018 Hong Kong Food Expo
2. Opening ceremony of the 2018 Hong Kong Food Expo
(Source = Website of the 2018 Hong Kong Food Expo)

Moreover, foreign buyers expressed their desires for continuous
transactions with 3 of the companies, increasing expectations
for expansion of exports in the future. A representative from
the province stated, “The reason for the better outcomes with
consultations compared to last year is believed to stem from the fact
that we ran a corporate trade hall coupled with the public PR hall.”
The person also added, “Participation in consecutive Hong Kong
Food Expos has enabled an increase in brand value of outstanding
processed sea food from within the province worldwide and
continuous extension of exports” and “in the future, we will
consistently strive to improve external competitiveness through
continued assistance for the sea food manufacturers based in
Chungcheongnam-do.”
Meanwhile, the province also attended the Ho Chi Minh Food
Expo held in Vietnam to showcase the excellence of Chungnam sea
food to the global market.
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Chungcheongnam-do with the world - ④

“Seosan agro-specialty crops”
met at largest Korean festival in the U.S.
Operated sales booths at LA Korean Festival and
Orange County Arirang Festival

A sales booth at the largest Korean American festival in the U.S

The city of Seosan performs aggressive and systematic marketing for the export of agro-specialty crops. Seosan successfully
participated in the LA Korean Festival and Orange County Arirang Festival held in the state of California, two of the largest Korean
festivals in the United States, starting on the 4th.
The city has been seeking entry into the Korean-American market in North America starting with the western part of the U.S. in
2015, eastern and western U.S. in 2016 and eastern Canada in 2017, achieving sales of KRW 180 million in 2015, KRW 280 million
in 2016 and 230 million in 2017. Due to local conditions, a marketing event was not held this year but, instead, it operated sales (PR)
booths for specialty agricultural products at the LA Korean Festival (Oct. 4-7) and in Orange County (Oct. 11-14).
Seosan shipped 20 kinds of agro-specialty crops worth about $50,000 (approximately KRW 55,000,000) from the Port of Busan
to the Port of Long Beach in the western U.S., and expects additional shipments including those to be sold in local markets. The
city plans to dispatch two responsible civil officials to support sales (PR) at the Orange County Arirang Festival which it participates
in for the first time ever and to meet with representatives from Wang Globalnet, a Korean agrifood exporter, and local markets
such as Hannam Chain and Zion Market in order to carry out active sales promotion activities for agro-specialty crops produced
in Seosan. In particular, it will also visit the Korean American Federation of Orange County with which it signed an MOU in 2015
for the expanded purchase of agro-specialty products, to request continuous PR towards Korean Americans abroad for continuous
purchases.
A representative from the city stated, “We will continue to closely cooperate with local Korean associations, importers, distributors,
etc. and promote active overseas marketing to strive for securing foreign sales routes and increasing the status of Seosan agrospecialty crops.”
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Chungcheongnam-do, No. 1 in global exports - ①

Education by smart farm expert invited
from Netherlands pursued
Early introduction of new technology of smart farm and
education to pursue its installation

Invitation of a smart farm expert from the Netherlands
(Source = Chungcheongnam-do Agricultural Research & Extension Services)

The Chungcheongnam-do Agricultural Research & Extension Services invited a foreign expert for 3 days from October 10th to
12th to host advanced technology education on strawberry smart farms for 250 strawberry cultivators, all of whom showed positive
feedback afterwards.
The overseas expert invited is Arno Bayer, a director of the Netherlands Greenhouse Strawberry and a professional smart farm
consultant, and interpretation was performed by Lim Chae-shin, a professional interpreter working at ATEC and a doctor of
agriculture. On the 10th and 11th, theory education was conducted in Hongseong and Nonsan in the morning and field consulting
was performed at farms in the afternoon while, on the 12th, a class took place at the Agricultural Research & Extension Services
based on the field consulting results.
Promoted for early introduction and establishment of the new technology of the smart farm, which continues to be spread in
response to the fourth industrial revolution, this education not only taught about the current status of strawberry cultivation in
Netherlands, nutrient-water management after planting for production of high-quality greenhouse strawberries and increases in
amount, facility environment control, physiological disorder countermeasures, etc. but also resolved difficulties faced by farmers
in the field by delivering questions they had to the lecturer in advance through a preliminary technical demands survey. This
past May, Sawanobori Yoshiyuki, one of the highest authorities in grape cultivation in Japan and a former vice president of the
agricultural technology center of Yamanashi Prefecture, was invited to host field consulting education in Cheonan, Boryeong and
Nonsan, which generated positive feedback.
Han Ik-su, manager of the Department of Competency Development of the Chungcheongnam-do Agricultural Research &
Extension Services stated, “We planned technical training by inviting an expert from overseas in order for Chungnam agriculture
to lead the country through swift introduction and implementation of advanced technology” and also said that next year, they will
continue to strive for the development of various curriculums and applications of advanced technology of the smart farm for its
propagation.
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Chungcheongnam-do, No. 1 in global exports - ②

World’s attention on
“15 star companies of Chungnam”
Supports technical development and overseas advancement
for SMEs with growth potential and ripple effect

15 enterprises selected as Star Companies

Chungcheongnam-do will select and provide assistance for 15 companies as “Chungnam Star Companies” that plan to advance
to the global market this year.
Chungnam Star Companies is a project in which the province and the Ministry of SMEs and Startups support
commercialization of technology and R&D for the development of promising small and medium-sized companies and, by 2022, a
total of 75 companies will be developed, 15 per year. Those selected as Chungnam Star Companies this time are SMEs with high
growth potential and outstanding contribution to local communities, which are K&C, Awesome Lead, ADM, Asung Clean Flow
Tech, Woori Micron, Woosung Chemical, Donga Automotive, Namyang Chemical, KSB, AMT, Kumkang Engineering, Green
Polymer, Samsung Digital Solution, Genbody and Eaglevet.
They are companies in the display, automotive parts, bio and other relevant industries, all of which are core industries of
Chungcheongnam-do, that create new employment opportunities and lead the growth of regional industries. Also, all of these
SMEs generate total sales between KRW 5 to 40 billion, employ more than 10 regular workers, place more than 1% into R&D and
have achieved 5% or greater sales increases in the past 5 years, raising expectations for their growth potential and ripple effect.
The province will dispatch exclusive project managers to the Chungnam Star Companies and support annual expenditure up to
KRW 40 million for technical development and overseas advancement over the course of the next 3 years.
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Chungnam the healthy city - ①

Economy

Became the first in Korea to be
member of “Under 2 Coalition”
About 200 local governments from 43 countries currently
active… joining to stop the 2℃ increase in the earth’s
temperature

Representatives of Chungcheongnam-do and the Under 2 Coalition

Chungcheongnam-do became the first Korean local government to be a member of the Under
2 Coalition that aims to stop the 2℃ increase in the earth’s temperature. The Under 2 Coalition
is an international organization on CO2 emission reduction, established in May 2015 by the state
of California, United States and Baden-Württemberg, Germany, and over 200 local governments
from 43 countries are current active members, notably New York, U.S.; Quebec, Canada; Sichuan
Province, China; and Gifu Prefecture, Japan; and Chungcheongnam-do is the first member from
Korea.
A local government may become a member of the Under 2 Coalition once it performs or
commits to perform the following: ▲expresses a political will to achieve de-carbonization, ▲sets
a greenhouse gas emission reduction objective in accordance with the Under 2 Coalition MOU, ▲
selects and declares strategies through which current or future reduction goals may be proposed,
▲give notification of greenhouse gas emission measurements to the Under 2 Coalition Secretariat
every year.
To sign up as a member of the Under 2 Coalition, the province delivered its intent to the
Secretariat last November and visited in December to agree on membership and activity plans.
Afterwards, it also submitted an activity plan for achievement of CO2 reduction objectives
including a greenhouse gas reduction plan under the new climate system, countermeasures for
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climate change, an energy vision plan and anti-coal and eco-friendly renewable energy policies.
By becoming a member of the Under 2 Coalition, there will be sharing of climate change
response activities such as zero-emission transfer, clean energy conversion and zero-carbon
emission buildings performed by notable local governments, and seek the means of accomplishing
them. Internally, the sign-up is expected to not only form a consensus on step-by-step closure of
14 aged coal thermal power plants within the province, conversion to eco-friendly energy, etc.
currently pursued by Chungcheongnam-do, but also become an opportunity to secure a necessary
driving force.
The province sought entry into the anti-coal alliance in order to keep pace with local
governments worldwide in promoting its eco-friendly energy conversion policies as well as to
mutually share cases of the acceleration of low-carbon, eco-friendly energy and the securing of
clean energy. Early this year, Chungcheongnam-do held the “Chungnam Energy Conversion
Vision Proclamation Ceremony” to commit to reduce the percentage of coal thermal power
generation in the province from the current 87.8% to 0% while proposing a vision to also raise the
percentage of renewable energy generation volume from the current 7.7% to 47.5%. Last year, it led
eco-friendly energy conversion policies in Korea through “Chungnam’s Proposals” aimed at the
government, calling for the establishment of a national anti-coal roadmap.
Through this sign-up, the province expects to secure a driving force for completing the
declaration of its anti-coal energy conversion and to form an international anti-coal network.
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Percentage of coal thermal power generation and renewable energy generation within the province
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Chungnam the healthy city - ②

Joining forces with Jiangsu Province,
China to “reduce fine dust”
Signed “agreement on air environment improvement” at
28th Environment Administration Seminar

Environment Administration Seminar at which the agreement signing ceremony was held

Chungcheongnam-do has agreed to join forces with Jiangsu
Province, China for the reduction of fine dust.
On the 22 nd , the province signed the “agreement on
air environment improvement” with Jiangsu at the “28 th
Environment Administration Seminar” held in Jiangsu, China.
According to the agreement, the two provinces have decided to
collaborate for the enhancement of the atmospheric environment
through, for example, the reduction of fine dust in East Asia.
In detail, they will jointly identify and propel reduction for air
quality improvement together with various local governments
in the East Asia region. Also, they will cooperate with the
international anti-coal alliance and the Under 2 Coalition for
reduction of fine dust through conversion into eco-friendly
energy while performing research on leading case studies of
advanced countries and sharing the results.
Chungnam and Jiangsu will spend joint efforts for the
reduction of air pollutants, actively participate in greenhouse gas
reduction projects and strive to discover the means of greenhouse
gas reduction and prepare application methods. Moon Kyungjoo, director of the Environment Bureau of Chungcheongnamdo stated, “This agreement will further expand and develop
environmental exchanges that the two provinces have been
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promoting and also contribute to the improvement of the
atmospheric environment in East Asia and solidify favorable
cooperation.”
Meanwhile, the Environment Administration Seminar, during
which the agreement signing was held, was established as a result
of the “environment administration exchange agreement” signed
by the two provinces in 2004. They have held 27 seminars before
this year and accomplished meaningful exchanges including
signing of a company voluntary environment management
agreement, new environmental technology briefing sessions
and conference for company representatives, meetings with
environment companies in the province for advancement to
China and environmental exchange cooperation for an improved
atmosphere in East Asia. Chungcheongnam-do formed a
9-person delegation including Director Moon Gyeong-ju and
other representatives and dispatched them to Jiangsu Province
on the 21st to attend the Environment Administration Seminar.
The delegation also attended the Environment Administration
Seminar’s “2018 International Ecological Environment
Technology Contest,” hosted by Jiangsu Province, held on the
22nd. On the 25th, they are scheduled to visit Shanxi Province,
China to check out large-scale air purifiers under trial operation
by the city of Xi’an

Global Citizens together with Chungcheongnam-do - ①

“Treatment of love” in Cambodia by
Chungnam Medical Association
20 people including 9 doctors as well as nurses and volunteers perform
overseas medical service

Chungnam Medical Association performing medical volunteer service activities in Cambodia

With the support of the Chungcheongnam-do Provincial
Government, the Chungnam Medical Association (President:
Park Sang-mun) performed medical service activities together
with Dankook University in the Ta Keo region outside Phnom
Penh, Cambodia from August 26th to 31st.
An international medical volunteer group (leader: Jung Eunjoo) consisting of 20 people including 9 doctor members as well
as nurses and volunteers participated, similar to last year. The
ophthalmic surgery team conducted a total of 45 ophthalmic
surgeries (39 for cataracts, 6 for pterygium) at Hebron Medical
Center in downtown Phnom Penh with the assistance of Eye
Love Foundation, and also provided customized reading glasses
to 200 patients. In order to offer fundamental support for the
health of local residents rather than performing ceremonial, onetime medical services, the group also conducted training for
local doctors during surgical procedures to teach the outstanding
medical skills of Korea.
In addition, about 1,100 patients in the areas of internal
medicine, dermatology, family medicine, otolaryngology,

ophthalmology and gynecology were treated (700 received
treatment, 300 received health counseling) in 3 days, and
medicine suitable for a deteriorated medical environment,
including anthelmintic (for about 4,000 people) and iron for
anemia (for about 300 people), were prepared and distributed. In
response, a local leader visited the medical service site to show
gratitude for the efforts of the medical volunteer group along
with an appreciation plaque, and Hebron Medical Center, which
offered assistance in ophthalmic surgeries, thanked the group as
well.
Moreover, Chungnam Medical Association promised to
sponsor an aging school of local children with playground
equipment and gave the students backpacks and other presents.
A representative of the Chungnam Medical Association stated
that the event would not have been possible without the
cooperation of the president and representatives of Dankook
University Hospital, which offers unwavering support for annual
volunteer medical service activities, as well as the province and
local authorities of Cambodia.
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Global Citizens together with Chungcheongnam-do - ②

Invitation seminar held for
youth leaders of Korea and Japan
Taejosan Youth Center hosts invitation seminar for
Japanese youth leaders
Taejosan Youth Center in Cheonan (Director: Yoon Yeo-seung) invited leaders of youth from the
National Myoko Teenager Center of Nature in Japan on the 23rd to share cases of and understand
the changes in Korean and Japanese youth activities.
This invitation lecture has been set up for Korean and Japanese youth leaders to come together,
share concerns with one another and seek solutions for the promotion of youth activities amidst
the ever-changing society.
Mikio Oikawa, a Japanese leader, stated, “Youth activities that Japanese youth facilities emphasize
these days are experience activities in nature because, if a person mingles with nature starting from
their adolescent years, his/her sociality will be improved and it naturally provides education about
the environment, which is why it has been focused on more and more in recent years.”
After this lecture, the Korean and Japanese youth leaders voiced in unison that they must share
the current status of each nation’s responses to the fourth industrial revolution and that changes
are required for youth activities in line with the current era.
Choi Gwang-yong, Manager of the Department of Education and Teenagers at Cheonan City
Hall, said, “We will strive for Korean and Japanese youth leaders to consistently exchange with one
another and be able to provide quality programs for adolescents in the local communities in line
with the rapidly changing environment.”

Leaders of youth from the National Myoko Teenager Center of Nature in Japan
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Global Citizens together with Chungcheongnam-do - ③

Global youth enjoy
Asan culture for 7 days, 8 nights
City invites students from 4 sisterhood cities for
experiences in history, culture, economy, etc.
Adolescents from different countries around the world enjoyed a variety of cultural experiences
in Asan for 7 days and 8 nights. The city invited teenagers from 4 cities with which it has formed
international sisterhood relationships and conducted the 「3rd International Youth Exchange Camp」 at
Sun Moon University from July 21st to 28th.
With 50 students participating, 10 from each country, including 10 adolescents from Asan, the camp
formed teams consisting of youths of different nationalities who experienced the city’s history, culture
and economy at places such as Hyeonchungsa Shrine, Oeam Folk Village, Yi Sun-sin Ice Rink and
Nongshim Asan Plant. Also, programs during which a global mindset and language communication
skills can be developed naturally were prepared through individual countries’ culture presentations,
sports activities, etc., which received positive feedback.
The international exchange camp, which is promoted as a part of the exchange projects among sister cities,
was carried out in the form of mutual participation in each of the cities and this year, Asan was the 3rd city
to host the event and was joined by Miskolc, Hungary; Dongguan, China; Petaling Jaya, Malaysia and Ninh
Binh, Vietnam.
At the opening ceremony held at the International Conference Hall of Sun Moon University on the
23rd, Oh Se-hyun, Mayor of Asan, said, “The international youth camp is receiving a lot of positive
feedback from the cities and we will continue to expand and develop it in the future.”

Adolescents from different countries around the world Gathering in Asan
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Chungnam’s culture surprising the world - ①

Chungnam cultural CONTENT
presented to Asia
Participates in China Licensing Expo…
6 local companies showcased content including Gomagom

Chungnam Culture Technology Industry Agency (CEO: Kim In-soo) revealed the organization
plans to participate in the “China Licensing Expo” together with the Department of Business
Commerce & Exchange of Chungcheongnam-do from the upcoming 16th for 3 days, which is to
be held at the Shanghai New International Expo Centre in China.
The largest licensing expo in Asia, China Licensing Expo, features a variety of items from
characters, animations and toys to cartoons, games and content solutions.
Last year, 223 companies participated and more than 50,000 buyers attended the event. Coupled
with an expo exclusively for pre-schools, kids and toys, the event receives an increasing amount of
attention by those in the market.
The Joint Chungnam Contents Hall is constituted of 6 local companies selected through a
business contest. Random Box Co; Ltd., Raging Duck Co; Ltd. and WeCreative Co., Ltd. seek
entry into the global market through animation, mobile games, etc. of the Gomagom character,
which received a special award at the Our Character Awards and has been becoming more and
more popular in Korea.
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Studio Magician will display character goods and mobile games that have been created based
on the animation Return to Space, while Scoop will promote CB LAMA, Moonyang Moomung
& Ojal, its B-grade characters that present satirical excitement. Autoro plans to market its content
marketing solution, one of which is a paper-utilizing character toy promotion, and Auland art toys.
For the participating businesses to have discussions with several buyers, Chungnam Culture
Technology Industry Agency will dispatch not only professional interpreters but also students who
belong to the local Namseoul University’s specialized regional youth trade expert development
business group in collaboration with the institution, thus assisting market surveys and discovery of
and consultation with buyers.
CEO Kim stated, “We will do our best to support the growth of the province’s culture
industry and, through follow-up assistance for businesses that attended the China Licensing
Expo and participation in a joint booth at Hong Kong Design Inspire in December this year, will
continuously strive to diversify sales routes for our region’s cultural content.”

1
2
3
1. China Licensing Expo
2. The Joint Chungnam Contents Hall
3. Participant who is consulting
with multiple buyers
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Chungnam’s culture surprising the world - ②

1st info session in Indonesia to
“attract Southeast Asian tourists”
Seeking diversification of foreign tourists to the province

Tourism Promotion Conference of Chungcheognam-do for Indonesia

Chungcheongnam-do hosted the first tourism information
session in Indonesia from July 30th to August 3rd in an attempt to
attract more tourists from Southeast Asia and, ultimately, seek
diversification of foreign tourists to the province by strategically
targeting the region, which has seen a rapid increase in demand
for overseas tourism. Together with the local governments of
Cheonan, Boryeong and Hongseong-gun, the province held
information sessions and tourism exchange activities in Jakarta
and Yogyakarta, Indonesia.
Southeast Asian nations have seen increases in the number of
their citizens travel travelling to different countries every year
recently, the number continues to rise from one year to the next.
This year alone, the number of tourists from Southeast Asia

Travel Agencies in Jakarta
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that entered Korea increased by more than 14% compared to
last year. In particular, Indonesia, which is the largest Muslim
country in the globe and boasts the 4 th largest population
worldwide, 250 million people, saw 9.1 million of its people
travel abroad in 2017. The figure is estimated to surpass 10
million this year, which makes the country a top priority for
attracting Southeast Asian tourists.
Over 80 representatives of the local travel industry and
reporters, etc. attended the information session held in
Jakarta where the province focused its presentation on
tourism resources, festivals, food and drama filming sites of
Chungcheongnam-do. Cheonan, Boryeong and Hongseong told
about notable tourism resources and festivals of each area as well
as Muslim-friendly restaurants and places with prayer rooms in
consideration of the fact that 90% of the population is Muslim.
Following the information session, they visited large travel
agencies in Jakarta on July 31st and August 1st to discuss the
composition of Chungnam tour products with travel product
planners. On the 2 nd , they made a visit to the Yogyakarta
region, which was the capital of ancient Indonesia and is also
known as the cradle of Java civilization and the capital of
its spiritual culture, to talk about the vitalization of tourism
exchanges between the province and Yogyakarta and the means
of subsequent mutual cooperation based on the fact that both
regions possess World Heritage.

Chungnam’s culture surprising the world - ③

PR marketing to attract
foreign tourists “speeds up”
Fam tour for Japanese travel agencies invited…
actively promoted tourism resources of Nonsan
The city of Nonsan speeds up its strategic PR marketing to
attract foreign tourists.
On the 23rd, Nonsan invited 8 representatives from Japanese
travel agencies and hosted a fam tour during which they visited
and experienced various tourist attractions in the city, an event
that received positive feedback. Taking place as a result of the
city’s participation in a local tourism information session held
in Japan during this past June, the fam tour was comprised
of a course with visits to Nonsan’s famous tourism resources
including Sunshine Land, Ganggyeong Traditional Salted Fish
Market and Ganggyeong Modern History and Culture Street.
The representatives enjoyed first-hand experiences at Sunshine
Land, which opened last November, and expressed especially
enthusiastic responses at Sunshine Studio, a filming site of a tvN

drama called “Mr. Sunshine” that has been extremely popular
after it first aired in July. From their reaction, potential for Hallyu
craze in the future was confirmed.
They also spent some time enjoying the great flavors of
Ganggyeong salted fish that boasts a 200-year tradition at
Ganggyeong Traditional Salted Fish Market, showing a great
amount of interest in the excellence of our salted seafood culture.
The city plans to develop its own products that combine
attractive tour resources unique to Nonsan, which include the
nation’s largest military theme park, drama sets, Tapjeongho
Lake and Ganggyeong Modern History and Culture Street, and a
variety of content, thus concentrating on attracting both Korean
and foreign tourists.

Fam tour for Japanese travel agencies
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Chungnam’s culture surprising the world - ④

Multi-dimensional PR of
Nonsa tourism “accelerated”
Replaced design of tour guide map,
placed foreign language commentators, etc

Multi-dimensional PR of Nonsa tourism

The city of Nonsan has been putting in multi-dimensional
efforts to advertise its own local tourism resources and notable
tourist attractions that have been rising as hot places recently.
According to the city, Nonsan replaced the design of tour
guide maps on display at 3 locations by major roadways such
as expressways or national highways with a more eye-catching
one during August for the sake of PR of the region’s fascinating
tourism resources. Going beyond the limited frame of the
existing version, the new guide map utilizes striking design to
show various tourist spots, which include not only the 8 scenic
beauties of Nonsan and well-known tour courses but also
Korea’s largest Sunshine Land, which has become extremely
popular and already seen at least 140,000 visitors since it opened
last November, and Tapjeongho Lake. Its increased brightness
enables it to be easily identified even from afar. The city plans to
replace the signs at 3 additional locations by the end of the year
to complete sequential supplementation work.
Moreover, it has revised and reinforced the existing content
of tourist attractions and published 5,000 copies of a tour guide
book in Korean as well as 1,000 copies each in Chinese and
Japanese in order to attract foreign tourists. The copies have been
distributed to rest areas throughout the country.
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The city also produces tour videos that feature rising tourist
attractions such as Sunshine Land, equipped with military
experiences and a drama set, and Tapjeongho, gaining popularity
for its waterside deck, etc., to carry out PR not only at facilities
with a great number of people but also on SNS like Naver and
YouTube. In addition, tour commentators who speak English,
Chinese or Japanese have been placed to greet tourists at 7
tourist attractions in the region, including Gwanchoksa Temple
that features the nation’s largest stone statue of Buddha called
“Eunjin Mireukbul,” designated as National Treasure No. 323
this past April and sculpted during the Goryeo Dynasty, as well
as Myeongjae Gotaek and Donam Seowon.
Nonsan also has plans to revitalize a GPS-based stamp tour,
which is fun, smart sightseeing for visitors suiting the current
mobile age that is not only meant to generate interests and
excitement but also to lead to re-visits and vitalization of the
local economy, starting in October after trial operation. A city
representative said, “We will perform multi-dimensional PR
of Nonsan’s tangible and intangible tourism resources and also
constantly develop a variety of consumer-oriented content to do
our best in establishing a global tourism city that people want to
visit again.”

Chungnam’s culture surprising the world - ⑤

Attraction of
foreign tourists
speeds up along with
popularity of
“Mr. Sunshine”
Tourist attractions introduced
to participants of K2H overseas training…
zealous interest expressed at filming site
A group of 24 people comprised of Chinese civil officials and their
family members who participated in the K2H training program visited
Nonsan on the 13th.
The “K2H program” is an invitation training program in which
the Governors Association of Korea invites civil officials from a local
government of another country and fosters personnel who can serve a
central role during exchanges between the two parties through a 4- to
10-month period of real dispatch service at a local government.
The participants visited Nonsan’s outstanding tourism resources,
including Sunshine Land, the Historic Site of General Gyebaek,
Tapjeongho Lake and Gwanchoksa Temple, enjoyed Nonsan’s
inexpensive but highly efficient killer content and had an opportunity
to share their memories at Nonsan with one another. Especially at
the open set of “Mr. Sunshine.” a weekend drama aired on tvN, they
experienced the great popularity of the drama as well as Hallyu culture
that continues to expand to the global market.
In addition, the city expects that, if Nonsan’s unique tourism
products are developed by utilizing the nation’s largest military theme
park and adding elements of Hallyu culture, more tourists will come
from overseas and a significant contribution will be made to the
vitalization of the local economy. A city representative stated, “Through
this fam tour, we will do our best to actively promote Nonsan’s
fascinating tourism resources abroad to advance as a global tourism
city.”
Meanwhile, scenes of “Mr. Sunshine” were filmed at Sunshine Studio
inside Sunshine Land, which opened last November in the Yeonmueup area, and the drama has been a hit.

Mr. Sunshine Poster (Source: tvN)
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Chungnam’s culture surprising the world - ⑥

Boryeong selected as
2018 World Festival City
Awarded at 63rd IFEA Convention & Expo held in U.S.

The 63rd International Festivals & Events Association (IFEA) General Meeting

The city of Boryeong, which has advertised Korea to the world
through its Mud Festival and fulfills its role of vitalizing the local
economy, was honored by being selected as a World Festival and
Event City of 2018.
Boryeong was selected as a 2018 World Festival & Event City
at the 63rd International Festivals & Events Association (IFEA)
General Meeting held in San Diego, California in the morning of the
1st, local time. Kim Dong-il, Mayor of Boryeong, attended the event
to receive an official flag and a certification plaque.
IFEA was established in 1956 for the purpose of establishing
global festivals and networks and sharing festival operation
information and new ideas, and currently has over 3,000 regular
members and more than 50,000 associate members from more than
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50 countries in 5 continents worldwide with its headquarters in the
city of Boise, Idaho in the United States.
Before this honor, the city has won the “Pinnacle Awards”
Competition of Korea, which is notarized by IFEA, for 10
consecutive years for its Boryeong Mud Festival, and has also
received awards in various categories of global competition including
TV advertisements and new products.
The selection as a world festival city has enabled Boryeong to
include the 2018 IFEA World Festival & Event city logo on the city’s
official materials such as its website, publications, books, brochures
and marketing, and the news has spread to the media in different
countries around the globe, which is expected to increase the
marketing effect to attract both Korean and foreign tourists.

Mayor Kim stated, “Despite being a relatively small city, Boryeong
has developed the Mud Festival into a global event through
continuous efforts by the citizens and civil officials” and “We will
prepare the 2022 Boryeong Marine Mud Expo, which will carry
out the sixth industrialization of mud and also paint a blueprint of
marine healing through mud, in a splendid fashion so we ask for
the continued interest and participation of the IFEA members in
different nations.”
Meanwhile, Boryeong Mud Festival, which started by the city
to increase recognition of the cosmetics utilizing mud that the city
began to commercialize in 1996, has been held with a variety of
mud-related programs since 1998 and, buoyed by the increasing
participation of foreigners who love the thrill, challenges and
experiences, has become one of the top festivals of Korea.
It has also been acknowledged as a global festival beyond Korea
by winning numerous awards such as the Most Outstanding Festival
of Korea awarded by the Ministry of Culture & Tourism in 2006
and 2007, Representative Festival of Korea from 2008 to 2010,
Honorary Representative Festival of Korea for 4 consecutive years
since 2011, Global Promotion Festival in 2015, Korean Festivals Hall
of Fame honor in 2018, and the grand prize in the Big Data Festival
Knowledge Management category.
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Festival Backstage - ①

Ground
Forces Festival
with U.S. Army
successfully
completed
A variety of things to see and
experience events held

2018 Gyeryong Military Culture Festival and Ground Forces Festival events

2018 Gyeryong Military Culture Festival
and Grou nd Forces Fest iva l events
grabbed the attention of many people
with various performances by the military
band of the 8th United States Army
among many others despite the impact of
Typhoon Kong-rey.
The opening ceremony of this year’s
festival, due to Typhoon Kong-rey, was
held on a modest scale at the Army PR
Hall within an emergency runway of
Gyeryongdae Complex on the 5th , and
the main festival ground was decided
to be closed for the 6th, in the sphere of
the typhoon’s influence. Such a measure
was taken for the safety of citizens and
the audience, and the city and Ground
Forces Festival team changed the site
of certain opening programs such as
“The Peace Concert” to indoors at the
Gyeryong Culture & Arts Center, etc.,
putting in efforts to welcome the visitors.
Especially for foreign visitors who came
to the festival site early to watch opening
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performances of popular artists, volunteer
interpreters were dispatched to the event
to make efforts in, for example, advertising
the change of festival locations and
distributing English guide notices. The
opening performance held at Gyeryong
Culture & Arts Center featured a lineup of
popular artists such as HELLOVENUS,
Bada and Kim Jang-hoon who presented
an enjoyable time for an audience of over
500 Koreans and foreigners.
The martial music and honor guard
performance held at Gyeryong Culture &
Arts Center in the afternoon on the 6th
featured demonstrations of the Army and
Air Force guards of honor, performances
of drums, samu lnori, bangomu and
Korean fan dance, female vocal and choir
of the Air Force, and the military band
of the 8th U.S. Army, receiving rounds
of applause from an audience of over
700 people. During the festival period,
a variety of events took place at the
main festival ground in Geumam-dong

and the emergency runway, including a
military band march and honor guard
demonstrations by Army Chwita Band,
Air Force martial music and honor guards,
Marine Corps honor guards and the 8th
U.S. Army band as well as the Gyeryong
Eoulim Parade Ssangryongnori, Gyeryong
cit izens singing contest, Chungnam
cooking contest, and “Songs of Heroes,” a
drama OST concert.
In addition, different experience and
exhibition programs were conducted such
as a Navy and Air Force PR exhibit, Real
Men playground, Independence Army
experience, writing consolatory letters
to soldiers, and a visually handicapped
experience. At the emergency runway of
Gyeryongdae, other programs including a
weapons exhibit, future battle experience,
maneuver demonstration, drone contest,
O ve r w a t c h c o m p e t it i o n , m i l it a r y
experience and tour of Gyeryongdae also
took place.

Festival Backstage - ②

Baekje Cultural Festival comes to
nd
a grand finale on the 22
Closing ceremony…
folk event, artists’ performances, etc. took place

Baekje Cultural Festival

Baekje Cultural Festival, which received enthusiastic responses
from foreign tourists, came to a grand finale on the 22nd.
Under the theme of “Enjoy Baekje, the Origin of Hallyu,”
Baekje Cultural Festival was successfully carried out at Gudrae
Waterfront, the royal tombs of Sabi, Unique Creation Street,
etc. in the city of Buyeo. Gudrae Waterfront, the location of
the main stage of Baekje Cultural Festival, has an abundance
of things to see and enjoy such as a complex of cosmos in full
bloom and an old bridge that crosses Baekmagang River, and
large-sized structures where experience programs are carried
out. Also, a youth vocational career path experience is being
hosted at Gudrae Sculpture Garden which carries out a variety of
programs to induce the participation of adolescents. During the
festival, an audition truck of the worldwide entertainment group
YG is operated to provide a chance for Buyeo adolescents to
showcase their talents in singing and rapping.
Meanwhile, the closing ceremony featured a folk festival
comprising Durepungjang of Chochon Chuyang-ri and
Hosangnori of Yongjeong-ri as well as KBS’s Nationwide
Singing Competition through which the singing talents of Buyeo

people were checked out. Buyeo Arts Group and a Mimaji
performance started the pre-ceremony event, which was followed
by the festival highlights and closing remarks, and popular artists
such as Hong Jin-young, GB9 and MYTEEN capped off the
successful Baekje Cultural Festival.
At Gudrae Waterfront, “Gudrae Dock Street” set up to
reproduce Gudrae International Trade Port, which was a hub of
trade and commerce, origin of international exchange and symbol
of brilliant cultural revival, attracted a great number of tourists
every day. Near the street, “King’s Maze” was also crowded with
tourists who attempted to solve 15 mysteries of the Gilt-bronze
Incense Burner of Baekje in a large maze. The number of people
admitted on the first day alone was calculated to be over 2,000
and, thus, the event is evaluated to have achieved a significant
outcome in terms of profits generated. The event saw a countless
number of family visitors who visited to enjoy 11 types of
experience programs, 8 kinds of food booths, the trade ship stage
that hosts puppet shows and special performances every day,
Maru stands, numerous photo zones installed on watchtowers
and poles, rest areas, etc.
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Enjoying Chungnam’s Autumn and Winter - ①

“10 best liquors of Chungnam”
captivate world with
their unique charms
Diverse representative liquors of Chungnam
In the past decade, the number of countries to which the Korean rice wine
known as Makgeolli is exported to has increased remarkably from 8 in 2005
to 48 in 2015. Buoyed by this rising trend, Chungcheongnam-do has recently
selected 10 tasty local liquors and assists with their PR marketing, etc. We
present to you 10 premium liquors of Chungnam that have been carefully
chosen by experts and residents of the province.
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3. Yi Sangheon Yakju (main ingredient:
rice / alcohol content: 18% / volume:
500ml / origin: Asan)
Yi Sangheon Yakju boasts a remarkable
balance and a deep taste. Unlike most yakju
liquors produced in Korea that emphasize
sweetness, Yi Sangheon Yakju subtly
continues a combination of sweet and sour
taste. The secret lies in enzyme supplements
and refined yeast. Because all production
is performed manually, the monthly
production is limited to just 200 bottles.

1. Myeoncheon Dugyeonju (main
ingredients: glutinous rice, wheat yeast,
azalea / alcohol content: 18% / volume:
360ml / origin: Myeoncheon)

2. Soseono’s Dream (main ingredient:
apple / alcohol content: 40% / volume:
250ml / origin: Yesan)

4. Nokcheon Hansan Sogokju (main
ingredients: non-glutinous rice, glutinous rice,
wheat yeast, mother chrysanthemum / alcohol
content:16%/ volume:750ml/ origin: Hansan)

Being managed as an important cultural
heritage, Myeoncheon Dugyeonju is a liquor
that mixes hard-boiled glutinous rice and azalea
flowers and is then brewed through a 100day fermentation and aging. Its dark, golden
color is fascinating and the liquor possesses
a characteristic combination of sweet, bitter
and savory tastes that naturally cling to your
taste buds. It is not irritating despite a high
alcohol content of 18% but gives a pungent feel
spreading inside the mouth and an outstanding
aftertaste that is sweet and long-lasting.

Named by Jung Je-min, the vice president
of Yesan Apple Wine Co., Ltd. after the
mother of Onjo, the founder of Baekje, and
Biryu as well as the wife of Jumong who
founded Goguryeo, “Soseono’s Dream”
makes a person tipsy with only a sip due to a
sweet scent that spreads from the tip of his/
her nose. The wine is brewed by using Chusa
Apples produced in Yesan, the hometown of
Chusa Gim Jeong-hui. The “Chusa (秋史)”
apples have an excellent sweet and sour scent
unique to autumn apples.

Hard-boiled non-glutinous rice is used
as the crude liquor to which hard-boiled
glutinous rice and chrysanthemum are
added. With an alcohol content of 16%, it is a
type of liquor that is fermented and aged for
100 days and known for a sweet taste that
clings to your mouth, while also having an
excellent savory taste.

5. Wangyulju (main ingredients:
non-glutinous rice, chestnuts / alcohol
content: 33% / volume: 330ml / origin:
Gongju)

7. Yeonmiju (main ingredients: nonglutinous rice, red ginseng and 6 other
medicinal herbs / alcohol content: 13% /
volume: 360ml / origin: Cheonan)

9 . G i n s e n g M a k g e o l l i (m a i n
ingredients: rice, ginseng / alcohol
content: 6 –8% / volume: 1800ml /
origin: Geumsan)

Wangyulju is a distilled chestnut liquor made
through a 1 week-long low-temperature
fermentation of a mixture of chestnut pieces
and rice and a secondary fermentation
for about 20 to 30 days before the final
distillation stage. Once you have a sip of
Wangyulju, the taste of chestnuts instantly
fills your mouth and the sweet taste
smoothly runs down your throat.

Yeonmiju is a type of Yakju that is fermented
for more than 60 days and utilizes a raw rice
fermentation method, in which the rice is
not cooked but, instead, uses uncooked rice.
It is known for a clean, soft golden color, a
refreshing balance of sweetness and sourness,
and the subtle scent of medicinal herbs and
grains. Medical herbs such as red ginseng,
cornus fruit, milk vetch roots, Omija and
boxthorns are used, and it goes along well with
various kinds of fried fish.

Geumsan Ginseng Makgeolli is made
by blending red ginseng extract and whole
premium fresh ginseng. Thanks to an
extended period of maturation, it boasts a
rich scent and taste of ginseng. Because it is
manufactured inside a cooler that maintains
a constant temperature between 17 and 22
degrees Celsius, it produces a slightly bitter
taste of crisp ginseng, which adds flavor to
the makgeolli.

6. DureAng Brandy (main ingredient:
Kyoho grapes / alcohol content: 35% /
volume: 750ml / origin: Cheonan)

8. Deoksan Raw Rice Makgeolli (main
ingredient: non-glutinous rice / alcohol content:
6% / volume: 750ml / origin: Deoksan)

10. Asan Clean Water Rice Makgeolli (main
ingredient: white rice / alcohol content: 6% /
volume: 750ml / origin: Asan)

DureAng Brandy with its 35% alcohol
content and with its wonderful color is made
by fermenting Kyoho grapes harvested in
September and distilling the resulting rosé
wine, the result of which is then ripened
for about 7 years inside oak drums. The
utilization of a reduced pressure distillation
leaves no burnt smell and enables you to
enjoy the fresh scent of fruit in a richer
manner.

Deoksan Raw Rice Makgeolli is a rice
wine that boasts a smooth gulp and a clean
taste with a relatively low alcohol content of
6% which you can drink without burden. If
you drink it with aromatically fried tofu-jeon,
you can enjoy the taste and scent of Deoksan
Raw Rice Makgeolli in a more flavorful
fashion.

Asan Clean Water Rice Makgeolli, produced
together by breweries in Asan, has a fascinatingly
pungent and distinctive flavor. Thanks to the
newly harvested rice of “Asan Clean Rice” used
as the main ingredient, the taste is especially thick
and clean. Once you have a sip, the carbonic acid
unique to a fresh makgeolli fills your mouth. As a
clean and refreshing scent hits the tip of your nose,
you cannot help but automatically exclaiming
‘that’s refreshing.’
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Enjoying Chungnam’s Autumn and Winter - ②

Things to see and
eat during winter in Chungnam
Top 3 seafoods in the west coast area of Chungnam
Food is something that cannot be left out of a fun trip. In cold weather like that which we face
these days, the seafood of the west coast region is in season. We present to you wintertime tourist
attractions and the top 3 delicacies of Chungcheongnam-do: the Cheonbuk oysters of Boryeong,
the Namdanghang Port cockles of Hongseong and the Cubed Snailfish Soup of Boryeong,
Seocheon and Taean (Muljambaengi Soup and Multeombeongi Soup).

Juk-do with clean nature and Hongseong-gun enjoyed with fresh cockles
See: “Juk-do”

An island that became accessible by ferries leaving from Namdanghang Port, Juk-do is a beautiful
place with clean nature and hidden landscapes that welcomes over 700 visitors on the weekends, it’s
that popular. Near Juk-do, a number of traces of historical figures can be found as Hongseong was a
sacred land for anti-Japanese movement. Also, do not miss out on a chance for exciting memories with
your child by visiting Sokdong Observatory, the Seafood Well-being Experience Center and the Bird
Exploration & Science Hall located near the port.

Juk-do
(Source = Cultural Tourism portal of Hongseong-gun)

☎ Contact: Seobu-myeon Office
041-630-9609 (Jukdo-ri, Seobu-myeon, Hongseong-gun, Chungcheongnam-do)
☞ Admission: Adults KRW 5,000 / Children KRW 2,500 (closed on Tuesdays)

Eat: “Cockles of Namdanghang Port”

Cockles of Hongseong
(Source = Cultural Tourism portal of Hongseong-gun)

A variety of fresh seafood awaits visitors near Namdanghang Port. During the winter, cockles with
their gooey meat and unique sweetness entice the taste buds of epicures. Named after their resemblance
to the beak of a bird, cockles (saejogae) contain low cholesterol and fat, which makes them effective
in diets, and an abundance of nutrients such as protein, iron and taurine that help improve the level of
immunity of your body especially in the cold weather that we experience these days. Namdanghang
Cockle Festival is held near the port in Seobu-myeon, Hongseong-gun from January to February every
year, and features a variety of programs in which tourists may participate.

Clean Boryeong with white snowy paths and whiter oyster dishes
See: “Snow flower path of Oseosan Mountain”

Snow flower path of Oseosan Mountain
(Source = Chungnamnet Media)

In Boryeong, there are 3 natural scenes that can be witnessed only in a snowy winter season, which
makes the city a great location for a weekend trip. The aforementioned scenic locations are the “snow
path more beautiful than a cherry blossom road” of Oseosan Mountain known as the lighthouse of the
West Sea, “Boryeong Dam resembling Baekdusan’s Cheonji” viewed from Yanggaksan Mountain, and
“Muchangpo Sunset” between Seokdaedo Island and Dakbyeoseul Island from Muchangpo Beach.
Oseosan’s snow path more beautiful than a cherry blossom road extends 1km over a ridge from the peak
of the mountain, and snowier paths have been formed this year than in previous years due to continued
cold weather and heavy snow, making it a popular destination for winter hikers. Boryeong also has
other wonderful tourist attractions such as Boryeong Dam that resembles Cheonji of Baekdusan, and
Muchangpo Beach famous for a magical sea path, so please check them out as well!
☎ Contact: Boryeong Tourist Information Office
041-932-2023 / 041-936-5465 (Seongyeon-ri, Cheongso-myeon, Boryeong, Chungcheongnam-do)
☞ Admission: KRW 1,000

Eat: “Cheonbuk Oysters”

Cheonbuk oysters of Boryeong
(Source = Boryeong City)

Low in fat and rich in minerals, the best Cheonbuk oysters are those caught between November
and February. The oyster complex in Jangeun-ri has been a famous area for grilled oysters since long
ago, attracting 200,000 visitors every year and continuing to solidifying its reputation as one of the best
tourist spots of wintertime, and, in addition to grilled oysters, you may taste a variety of oyster dishes
including oyster rice, oyster kalguksu, braised oysters and seasoned oysters. It is one of the eight delicacies
of Boryeong and, also called the “milk of the sea.” oysters are good for diets because they possess a low
amount of calories and fat and also contain an abundance of calcium. Iron and copper are also contained
in oysters, which makes them good against anemia, and the presence of a large amount of taurine is
effective for lowering cholesterol and blood pressure. In particular, the zinc contained in oysters vitalizes
growth hormones while glycogen is an energy source that does not place any burden on the pancreas,
resulting in great enhancement of stamina. In December, Cheonbuk Oyster Festival is held to invite
tourists to a feast of oysters.

Seocheon-gun featuring an atmospheric mud flat pottery experience and a refreshing bowl of cubed snailfish soup
See: “Wolhaseong Fishing Experience Village of Seocheon”

“Wolhaseong” refers to a location where moonlight shines on tranquil water, and is an area with a
myth that tells how a wise man came down from the heavens as he was captivated by the coastline of a
village resembling a crescent moon and the shadow of the moon reflecting on the sea. At Wolhaseong
Fishing Experience Village, you may enjoy a special experience of creating pottery by adding mud. The
stroll path with a great view by the coast is a bonus. How about spending a pleasant time while making
your own special pottery and walking along a road by the winter beach?

(Source = Wolhaseong Fishing Experience Village)

☎ Contact: Wolhaseong Fishing Experience Village, 041-952-7060
☞ Admission guide: catching Jaha, gray mullets and rock crabs, pottery experience, mud flat experience, etc.
(※ Subject to change depending on season and village conditions)

Eat: “Cubed Snailfish Soup of Seocheon”
Known as a dish to cure a hangover, cubed snailfish soup produces a clean taste by only adding sour
kimchi without other sauces or seasonings. Cubed snailfish inhabits the temperate climate waters in the
northwest Pacific Ocean and is caught throughout the country’s coasts from the end of November to
March of the following year. According to “Jasaneobo” of Jeong Yak-jeon, which is an encyclopedia on
fish written in the 19th century, cubed snailfish has “extremely tender meat and soft bones. Its taste is
bland and it often cures hangovers.” It does not have a fishy smell, and it is widely used as an ingredient in
soups for hangover cures. Boiling cubed snailfish with daikon, fresh vegetables and red pepper powder,
the soup boasts a clean, spicy taste, making it an ideal choice not only as a side dish with rice but also as
Cubed snailfish of Seocheon
(Source = Seocheon-gun)

something to eat with drinks and also as a way to ease your stomach after heavy drinking.
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A festival held 365 days a year.
Time: Entry Time PM 17:30~Closing Time PM 22:00
Place: 200 Mageompo-gil, Nam-myeon, Taean-gun, Chungcheongnam-do
Contact: 041-675-7881(9200)

Lighting

